YOUR MACHINE CAN DO MORE
Control systems and products for mobile machines
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We refine
your machine’s potential
Excidor AB develops, manufactures and markets control systems, software, keypads and electronics
for flexible driver environments. Our solutions are found in, among other things, excavators, loaders,
railway applications, trucks, forestry machines, trucks, wood chippers and other mobile contexts.
Products and control systems from Excidor is rugged, easy to use, install and maintain. Everything
comes in place quickly and is of course designed according to the latest ergonomic findings. This has
helped to make Excidor popular not only with dealers and manufacturers, but also with contractors
and machine operators.

A reliable partner
Since the start in 1991, the demand for our products and expertise has steadily increased. Today,
we are about 35 employees at the facility in Bollnäs and have a turnover of about SEK 60 million.

That’s how it started
Excidor was founded in 1991. Our first self-developed keypad with joystick came as early as 1996
and quickly became a great success. The first self-developed complete control system was launched
a few years later and in 1999 the decision was made to fully invest in control and regulation
technology. After we were also able to present a completely new system for tiltrotators in 2007,
which has been a great success, we began an expansion in the form of a new production hall at our
own facility in Bollnäs.

ISO
14001

ISO
9001

YOUR SUPPLIER OF DISPLAYS, TOUCHSCREENS
AND EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
We provide the right solution according to Your wishes. Expertise and many years of
experience together with our suppliers enables us to be a competitive and flexible partner.

www.scancraft.se
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SUPPORT
“Up time is important to our customers and
Excidor have a very good support they are
professional and respond quickly”
TOBIAS LINDSTRÖM, MASKINVÄST
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Christer happy with
Excidors control system
Christer Dalmans, CD Entreprenad AB in Malung, has bought the first Komatsu grader in Sweden.
The machine is equipped with a control system from Excidor. Here is an excerpt from an article in the
magazine Trucking Scandinavia.
Christer Dalmans has driven a grader for 50,000 hours during 30 years, but has never owned a
Komatsu grader until now. Like many contractors, Christer thinks that a machine is not really fully
developed when it is delivered from the factory.
– A grader is equipped a lot with extras to be used in the Nordics. This applies regardless of
whether it is a Komatsu, a Caterpillar or some other brand, says Christer Dalmans.
Christers Komatsu GD675 has been fitted with a wing, spreader and snow stop from Mählers and a
front blade from Gjerstad. The new control system has been developed in collaboration with Excidor.
the grader has received a new valve package for extra equipment with up to five extra functions.
The new constant pressure system, which works directly with Komatsu’s electric servo, means that the
driver can easily select higher or lower pressures on the main blade separately for the right and left
side via the display.

Setting by season
On the display, the driver can also select winter or summer mode. In winter mode the hydraulics are
adapted for the side plow and in summer mode the hydraulics are adapted for the string spreader.
– Another good news is automation of the wing. At the touch of a button, it exits to a predetermined
position. Press again to retract it.
Christer also appreciates that the Komatsu grader has both steering wheel and joystick steering.
– The steering wheel is often used for transport and the joystick for planing work. It’s a matter of taste
what you prefer, but it’s good that the choice is there.
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Joysticks
Rugged Single Axis

Joysticks
Small Single Axis

Thumb Joysticks and Rollers
Joysticks
Small Multi Axis

Joysticks
Rugged Multi Axis
Non-Contact Rotary Hall-Effect
With Axis

Handle

Tilt Sensors

Potentiometers
Non-Contact Rotary Hall-Effect
Without Axis

Contactless In-Cylinder Linear
Position Transducer

Contactless Linear Position Transducer

Joysticks, Position- and Tilt Sensors since 1988
Read more at elwia.se or call us at +46 8 765 60 92
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”The reason we
chose Excidor were
that they had good
references from
colleagues in the
industry ”
JOACHIM MÅRTENSSON,
SERVICE AND MARKET MANAGER,
SÖDERBERG & HAAK MASKIN AB
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ExciControl TRC

– Complete system for
tilt and rotor control
ExciControl TRC uses our patented solution for controlling proportional valves, which provides
superior softness and feel. TRC, like all our products, is very easy to install with brackets, ready-made
cables and great opportunities to set up the system according to your needs. If the machine already
has functions in existing handles, these are also easily connected to the system. Much of the settings,
troubleshooting and configuration can easily be done directly in the display.
With ExciControl TRC Concept, all brand-specific systems for tilt and rotor control can be replaced. A
system makes it easier and more profitable to offer freedom of choice.

Key benefits with ExciControl TRC
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to – install, support, service and use
Versatile – optimized for each model
Superior accuracy – patented solutions for best performance
Scalable – additional equipment and functions
A variety of handles – specified to your needs
Productivity – high customer value

Options
With ExciControl TRC there are a number of options that the system can control. The following
options are available (depending on the machine type):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheel steering with speed limiter
Track steering
Dozer blade
Automatic digging brake
Boom damping
Automatic gear shift
Adaptive lubrication system
Integration with Geosystems

INSTALLATION

Complete kits are available for:
Caterpillar, Hitachi and Komatsu but is
also suitable for installation on other
machine brands and most major
tiltrotator brands.

“The system is quick and easy to install, It comes with a good
installation manual and setup instructions“
FREDRIK SÖDERLUND, WORKSHOP MANAGER, GT CENTER

Kablage och elsystem
till kunder i de mest
krävande branscherna.

Atlings Maskinfabrik AB has since the start in 1947 been
a partner to the Swedish and international engineering
and manufacturing industry in machining of components,
logistics solutions as well as assembly solutions.
www.aqg.se

0297-557 00 • www.atling.se
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ExciPad keypads

– get closer to the machine
An keyboard from Excidor gives you greater control over your machine, where safety, functionality and
productivity are in focus. The products are as easy to install and maintain as to use and customize. Together
with our control units, you get a complete control system that takes your machine to a whole new level.
We can supply a variety of options of keypads and joysticks for different machines and tasks. Many of our
keypads are designed with the front part angled, which makes all functions easily accessible and visible.
Our various keypads can be delivered with a multi-core cable or with communication via CanBus, which
provides a simple and attractive installation for the driver ’s seat.

Joysticks
We provide many different joysticks where the common denominator is high quality and good precision.
We have joysticks that can be delivered as 1-axis, 2-axis or 3-axis. It is also possible to get a 3-axis joystick
with 5 built-in buttons in the lever head. We also supply various models of larger joysticks (handles) for
maneuvering, for example, tiltrotators on excavators.

Keys and bottoms
We have a variety of solutions for keys. Partly ordinary pressure or toggle switches, but also more
sophisticated solutions where keys are made of silicone and where there are opportunities for your own
color scheme, own symbols and backlight. We have many types of switches in our range and can usually
offer a model that suits the user’s needs. If, contrary to expectations, we do not have the desired model in
our warehouse, we will of course do everything we can to find a suitable solution.

Forma Plast AB arbetar med vakuumformning, formsprutning och montage av produkter
där plast utgör hela eller delar av produkten. Många kunder efterfrågar allt mer kompletta
detaljer vilket gör att vi del eller slut monterar en stor del av de produkter vi tillverkar.
Ockelbo, där Forma Plast AB är beläget, har en lång historia inom plasttillverkning genom
bla tillverkning av bilkarosser, båtar, skoterhuvar och på senare tid även vattenrutschbanor av större modell.
1990 Grundades Forma Plast AB och startade då med en vakuumformningsmaskin som
blev till salu pga att snöskotertillverkningen upphörde i Ockelbo. Vi har idag 4 st vakuumformnings maskiner samt 2st 5-axliga CNC fräsar. Den tredje CNC-fräsen kommer att
levereras till oss under Q2 2020.
Våra kunder finns i framför allt inom fordonsindustrin men även producenter av tex medicinteknik, snökanoner, processutrustning, växthus, säkerhetsutrustning till vägar m.m.
tillhör vår kundkrets.
Vi ser en ökad efterfrågan på våra tjänster då fler och fler branscher upptäcker att vakuumformning är en effektiv och miljövänlig produktions metod för små och medelstora serier.
Vi hjälper till med 3-D modellering vid anpassning eller helt ny 3-D modell av produkt. Vi
ser en ökande trend med utbyte av metallprodukter mot plast.
Vi ser fram emot er förfrågan. Välkomna!

Hamrångevägen 16 816 31 Ockelbo • 0297-411 00 • info@formaplast.se • www.formaplast.se
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• Vakuumformning av hög kvalitet
• Växande bransch
• Ny investering 2020, 5-axlig
CNC fräs
• 3-D modellering
• Metall ersätts av plast
• Personal med över 100 års samlad erfarenhet av
vakuumformning
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ExciControl MH

– turn your wheel loader
into a versatile tool carrier
One system of many attachments. With ExciControl MH you can ergonomically and easily handle all
the different attachments you use for your wheel loader. With a few simple taps in the display, you
adjust settings for your attachments or switch to another attachments.
Gone are the days when installing several different systems in the cab. ExciControl MH is developed
so that you as a driver can easily handle all the different attachments you use for your wheel loader.
ExciControl MH consists of a powerful control unit that handles a variety of the attachments options.
In front of the levers, you mount a 3.5-inch color screen with touch function, where you make all
settings and attachment selections. Should something not work, there is a built-in troubleshooting on
the screen.
ExciControl MH also handles the amount of oil that is to be delivered to your tool. This means that
the machine’s fuel economy can be improved and the life of the attachments extended.

ExciControl MH is available today for a number of variants of:
•
•
•
•
•

Plows - V-plow, diagonal plow, U-plow, with or without snow stop
Pallet fork - with or without swivel bracket
Sand spreader
Sweeper - with or without side bruch
Pick up sweeper - with several built-in functions

The system can check (depending on machine type):
• Vary the oil flow to the attachments automaticly to the machine’s speed and engine speed
(sweeper and sand spreader)
• Detect the direction of travel of the machine so as not to consume sand when reversing (adjustable)

The following options are available:
• Valve for shifting 4/5 or 3/6 function
• Tilting sensor with automatic adjusment for tilting coupler

Optimized for tool brands:
The system has predefined settings for a number of attachments, among others Drivex
and Holm’s product range, the number of tools and brands are continuously expanded.

ExciControl MH is avalble for:
Volvo, more brands are coming...
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productnews

Easy to control the tools with ExciControl MH

”Spread Sand accurately and
avoid unnecessary trips”

Spread the exact amount of sand
this winter so you do not have to
drive unnecessarily many
turns to pick up new sand. Sure
sounds good? With ExciControl
MH you can control functions
and attachments in your loader
and you get - just as the name prom
ises - better control.
- In addition, the technology is incr
edibly simple to use and flexible
, says Oskar Olsson, owner of
Oskar Olsson construction and cont
racting.

ExciControl MH is a new system for
wheel loaders that adjusts the
hydraulic flow more precisely and
makes it possible to control the whee
l
loader's attachments. It is a small
ergonomic device that is retrofitted
in
the wheel loader. And with a few
simple taps in the display, you can,
for
example, turn on the lights, fold out
the side wings when plowing or turn
on the water when sweeping.

Adapts to speed

And perhaps one of the main
advantages - the sand spreading, you
can control exactly how much sand
is
dispensed.
- Today you sand the same amount
regardless of what speed you drive
at,
which means that an unnecessary
amount of sand is used when you
slow down. With ExciControl MH, you
can automatically control the amou
nt
of sand that is distributed and adjus
t it
according to the speed,

26 SWE CON MAG AZIN E no
3 2019

direction of travel and it stops sand
ing
if the machine stops. And since you
spread exactly the amount of sand
needed, well then the trips to refill
will
also be fewer, explains Mikael Nord
ell,
product specialist wheel loader at
Swecon.

"We save fuel"

Oskar Olsson and his colleagues at
Oskar Olsson construction and
contracting in Bollnäs are soon in their
third season with ExciControl MH.
- The biggest benefit for us is that
we can set exactly the amount of sand
we want to portion out, which mean
s
that we save fuel. In addition, it is
incredibly flexible, it takes care of it
more or less by itself, Oskar Olsson
explains and continues:
- Just parry the amount while you
drive. If, for example, it is very slipp
ery,
you can increase the amount with a
simple touch on the display.

And the display itself is simple, you
learn it quickly.
Oskar warmly recommends
ExciControl MH to others in the
industry:
- Absolutely! In addition, it has
several functions you can benefit
from, such as when sweeping.

Reduces wear

In addition to reducing fuel
consumption, ExciControl MH also
reduces gear wear. Usually a tool
starts 100 percent right at the start
,
which wears both hydraulic motors
and cylinders. With ExciControl MH,
you as a driver can enter a ramp, for
both soft start and stop. In this way,
you are kinder to hydraulic motors,
cylinders and also to attachments,
such as the sand spreader and the
brush, for example.

More about ExciControl MH
• ExciControl MH is a display-control
led
attachment management system for
Vovlo wheel loaders, compatible with
L60H, L70H, L90H, L110H and L120
H.
• With ExciControl MH you can easily
adjust or change to another tool.
• Today you can control the follow
ing
attachments with ExciControl MH:
folding blog, fork stand, sand sprea
der,
sweeper (with or without side brush
es)
and change 3rd-4th function.
• Side tilt control with automatic retur
n to
preset position.
• Depending on the type of machine,
you
can: regulate the flow against the
machine's speed and engine speed,
detect the machine's direction of trave
l
to switch functions on / off at the front
and back, and regulate ground press
ure
for sweeps and brushes.
• When using a sweeping roller, you
can
check the desired amount of oil from
the machine and also regulate the
ground pressure depending on the
surface or the amount of "debris".
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ExciControl WS

– joystick steering for wheel loaders
ExciControl WS makes it possible to control the wheel loader with joystick and controls in the left armrest.
ExciControl WS turns your wheel loader into an easy drive and ergonomically tool.
The system is easily fitted and comes complete with the keypad mounted to the armrest, wiring, steering
valve and control unit. Safety is high and the system is deactivated as soon as you grab the steering wheel
or flip up the armrest. Whether ExciControl WS is activated or not, the original wheel steering always
works as usual.

Key benefits with ExciControl WS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is available as factory fit or add-on at dealer
Versatile – available and optimized for several brands and models
Reliable –in use since 2012 in the Nordic market
Progressive steering – for safety and control
Ergonomic – minimize risk of fatigue and pain
Productivity – high customer value
Easy to – install, support, service and use

Safety of machinery
ExciControl WS is in all parts developed with machine safety in mind. - Excidor deliver a system developed
3
to fulfil the standard ISO5010 and for a machine operated with joystick steering in a maximum speed of
2
20 km/h.

ExciControl WS kit are available for:
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“With ExciControl WS I can get more work done
in a day due to comfortable and ergonomic
working conditions“
S6URBAN

HOLMGREN, BOLIDEN TRAKTOR
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REAR VIEW CAMERASYSTEM AND LED-LIGHT!
C
RS

M2

Since 1995 Wip's customers mainly from the mining-, forestry- and
haulage- industry bought Wipomatic Rear View Camera system,
which is sold worldwide. Wipomatic is a Quality brand that Wip
has developed and Wip now also has the brand Wip Light, and the
work light W160-F60WL with excellent quality. If your lamps are
exposed so you may change frequently then you may be curious
about this lamp, please see stress test on the work light
W160-F60WL www.wiplight.se.
www.wipomatic.nu info@wipomatic.nu +46 243 255 010
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ExciControl Concept

– tailored solutions

Our specialty is to compose a complete control system for a special purpose. We work together with
you as a customer to choose the right control unit, keypad, joysticks and other components. All so that
the control system will help you to manufacture and deliver as ergonomic, functional, efficient and
rugged a machine as possible.
Are you a manufacturer of a machine? We help you throughout your project when you develop a new
machine or if you are going to modernize an existing machine. Are you a dealer of machines and
want to equip with tools and other functions? Then there are both ready-made solutions but also the
opportunity to develop new ones together with you.

Excidor can help you with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project management
Electrical design
Hydraulic design
Programming
Manufacturing
Documentation
Risk analyzes
Support

Electronic Manufacturing
for industrial- and
consumer applications.
Customer-focused R&D
and Manufacturing.

Supplier for
With self-developed control system, key rates and joysticks
lead the development within mobile machines for an ergonomic
and flexible work enviroment.

We are based in Leksand.
www.sterner.se

• 17770 • www.jssverige.se

Industrigatan 7
SE-821 41 Bollnäs
Tel +46 (0)278-136 70
sales@excidor.se
www.excidor.se

